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Ex-fashion designer Tom Ford enthralled
the Venice film festival Friday with a grip-
ping tale of betrayal and revenge, unveil-

ing two films in one with his hotly-anticipated
“Nocturnal Animals”. The romantic thriller,
Ford’s second feature film after “A Single Man”
(2009), spooked and stirred in equal part, with
arresting performances from US stars Amy
Adams and Jake Gyllenhaal as lovers gone awry.

From the first scene-wildly obese women
dancing naked-to the bittersweet close, the for-
mer Gucci designer produced a visually stun-
ning and richly complex evocation of human
frailty and retribution. “Loyalty is important to
me. The story is about when you find people in
your life, you hang on to them. This is a caution-
ary tale about what can happen in your life
when you let them go,” Ford told journalists on
Venice’s Lido. Adams, 42, plays Susan, who lives
a privileged but lonely life in Los Angeles with
her oft-absent husband. One day she receives a
novel, “Nocturnal Animals”, written by her ex-
husband Edward, played by Gyllenhaal.

‘Haunting’ 
Edward’s note, which asks her to read the

novel and contact him, comes out of the blue,
19 years after she left him. It sparks a bout of
soul-seeking from Susan, with flash-backs of her
life with Edward, and unveils a dark secret.
“There was a rumble beneath the screenplay.
Tom told me he absolutely had to tell this story
and I couldn’t say no,” said Gyllenhaal, 35, who
described playing a man impotent in the face of
horror “wonderfully frustrating”.

The narrative takes on a second strand as the
violent events in the novel are played out as pic-
tured in Susan’s head as she reads, and she dis-
covers the story is a channel for Edward to
express the heartbreak she caused. In the novel,
Tony Hastings-also played by Gyllenhaal-is
stopped by a creepy trio of joy-riders while driv-

ing across Texas at night, and his red-headed
wife and daughter (resembling Susan and
daughter) are abducted.

Hastings is left to try and track down the
gang’s ringleader, psychopathic Ray (played
brilliantly by Britain’s Aaron Taylor-Johnson),
with the help of detective Bobby Andes
(Academy Award nominee Michael Shannon).
Ford, who adapted the screenplay from Austin
Wright’s 1993 book “Tony and Susan”, said “if it
doesn’t stay with you, haunt you, challenge you,
it’s not a successful film for me”-not a concern
he should have here.

‘Very scary indeed’ 
He added that there was a lot of himself in

all three characters-Susan, Tony and Edward.
Susan “with her lack of self-confidence”, Tony
and Edward who are sensitive rather than domi-
nant. “They do not possess the stereotypical
traits of masculinity that our culture often
expects, yet in the end they both triumph. As a
boy growing up in Texas, I was anything but
what was considered classically masculine.
“Many things from my own life have worked
their way into the screenplay for the film, just as
details from Susan and Edward’s life together
seeped into Edward’s story,” he added.

Adams manages to make troubled Susan
sympathetic, something she found difficult: “it
was a tricky one to prepare because when I first
started exploring Susan, I didn’t like her, and I
can’t play a character I don’t like”. For his part,
family-man Aaron Taylor-Johnson, 26, said he
did a lot of research for his role, including exten-
sive reading on American serial killer, kidnapper,
rapist, and necrophile Ted Bundy. The result,
Ford admits, is “scary, very scary indeed”. — AFP 

It has been almost 40 years since Steven
Spielberg made “Close Encounters of the
Third Kind.” That’s not a Spielberg film that

people tend to revisit the way they do “Jaws” or
“Raiders” or “E.T.” In its time, though, “Close
Encounters” cast a spell of majestic awe that still
reverberates through pop culture. There have,
of course, been any number of alien-visitation
films since, but whenever one comes along-
”Contact,” “Signs,” “District 9,” “Interstellar,”
Spielberg’s own “The War of the Worlds”-it
always feels, at the time, like a major event, and
then in hindsight it ends up seeming like a
rerun. “Close Encounters,” with its obsessiveness
and mystery, its spaceship of light that seemed
as big as a city, is still the film that set the tem-
plate-that made the prospect of an extraterres-
trial visit look as wondrous and eccentric and
ominous and spectacular as we imagined it
might be.

So you have to say this for “Arrival,” a
solemnly fantastic tale of a highly enigmatic
alien visit that premiered today at the 73rd
International Venice Film Festival: The film has
been made, by the intensely gifted director
Denis Villeneuve, with an awareness that we’ve
already been through this more than enough
times, and that the definition of an alien movie-
or, at least, one that’s trying to be a serious piece
of sci-fi, and not just a popcorn lark like
“Independence Day”-is that it’s going to hypno-
tize us with something that appears extraordi-
nary because it’s altogether unprecedented.

For a while, “Arrival” succeeds in doing that.
Villeneuve, the director or “Sicario” and
“Prisoners,” has made a grounded, deep-dish
authenticity his calling card, and in the early
scenes of “Arrival” he hooks us by playing the
news of spaceships hovering over earth in the
most low-key, randomly unsensational way pos-
sible. There are TV anchors blaring news reports
in the background, a dulling sense of chaos and
fear, but mostly we’re taking it all in through the
eyes of Dr. Louise Banks (Amy Adams), a linguis-
tics professor who has to cut her class short and
then wanders through the parking lot in a daze. 

The aliens have parked spaceships in 12 loca-
tions around the world (including America,
Russia, China, and Pakistan), and Louise is taken
to the one in the United States: A vast green
meadow in Montana, surrounded by hills and
rolling clouds, where the ship hovers like a
silent, mile-high version of a smooth obsidian
egg that’s been cut in two. The images are state-
ly and vast, with an almost super-earthly clarity.
It’s Louise’s job to draw on her language skills to
find a way to communicate with the aliens, and
to that end she’s teamed with Dr. Ian Connelly
(Jeremy Renner), a theoretical physicist with a
cut-and-dried view of things. 

Villeneuve builds our anticipation with great
flair, as the two world experts stand beneath the

ship, waiting for it to open. They are then ush-
ered into what looks like an abandoned elevator
shaft with walls made of carbon, where gravity
disappears (they walk straight up and sideways).
At last they come to a rectangle of light, which
turns out to be a clear pane behind which the
aliens appear, shrouded in billows of smoky
white.

Do I even have to say “spoiler alert”?  that
Villeneuve stages with maximum cunning. No,
the aliens aren’t anthropomorphic creatures
who speak in subtitles. They are tall black squid-
like figures with seven spindly legs-at least,
that’s what they look like from the bottom; for a
long time, we don’t see their top halves-and
those legs, up close, look like giant bony hands
with their fingers pointed down and planted on
a table.  

All this time, there’s a relatively conventional
brink-of-war drama transpiring in the back-
ground, ratcheted up by Internet paranoia and a
Rush Limbaugh-like figure barking away on
YouTube. Given that the whole global-military
thing has been at the forefront of virtually every
alien-invasion thriller, you’re grateful that it is in
the background.  Unfortunately, it doesn’t stay
there; Villeneuve has just figured out a way to
hold off the conventionality by downplaying it
for a while. As intriguing as the alien language is
(a cross between hieroglyphs and smoke sig-
nals), the way that Louise actually starts to com-
prehend it is murky and abstract. She acquires a
primitive vocabulary of circular signs, at which
point the aliens seem willing to communicate
their big message, which is something to the
effect of “Offer weapon.” 

True to its title, “Arrival” makes an absorbing
spectacle of the initial alien set-up, alternately
stoking and sating our curiosity. The aliens don’t
quite have personalities, but there’s still some-
thing tender and touching about them. There
are also, frankly, elements of familiarity. The
experimental musical score-low moans louder
than a pipe organ-echoes the sounds made by
the ship in “Close Encounters.” When we first see
the aliens’ squid-like legs, they look a lot like the
alien tentacles in “The War of the Worlds,” and
the more closely we look at them, the more they
look like gigantic versions of E.T.’s fingers. The
point being that even though Villeneuve is a
bold filmmaker, when it comes to this subject,
Spielberg’s vision is hard to get away from; it still
somehow infuses everything.

The audience’s reaction to this is likely to fall
somehow on the spectrum between “Whoa!”
and “Huh?” In “Arrival,” it’s a muddled idea,
intriguing but not really developed. Yet the film
ties it in with a backstory that frames the action,
about Louise and the daughter who (in an
extended prologue) she watched grow into
adulthood and die. There’s a surprise circularity
to the structure of “Arrival” that some may find
pleasing, but there’s also a circular logic to it: The
aliens have come to offer a weapon, which isn’t
really a weapon, it’s a new way to order time,
but the only one it seems to apply to is Louise,
which makes the whole purpose of their visit
seem an awfully far-fetched conceit. At its best,
“Arrival” has an eerie grandeur, but if the film
starts off as neo-Spielberg, it winds up as neo-
Christopher Nolan meets neo-Terrence Malick-it
turns into an ersatz mind-bender. You feel
you’ve had a close encounter with what might
have been an amazing movie, but not actual
contact. — Reuters 
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From left : Actor Aaron Taylor-Johnson, director Tom Ford, actress Amy Adams and actor Jake
Gyllenhaal attend the photocall of the movie “Nocturnal Animals” presented in competition
at the 73rd Venice Film Festival on September 2, 2016 at Venice Lido. — AFP 


